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 Proper maintenance can prevent most vehicle 
malfunctions

 When your vehicle gives you warning signs 
make the necessary repairs

http://www.istockphoto.com/file_closeup/transportation/5448934-car.php?id=5448934


Changing a TireBlowout

http://www.istockphoto.com/file_closeup/business/business-concepts/589378-puncture.php?id=589378
http://www.istockphoto.com/file_closeup/people/4084971-flat-tire-dirty-job.php?id=4084971


•If you do not know how to change a tire, 
instructions can be found in the owners 
manual or in the spare tire compartment.



Total brake failure rarely happens.  When it does

follow these steps –

1. Pump brake pedal

2. Downshift to a lower gear

3. Apply the parking brake

4. Search for an open zone. Steer. As a last resort 
rub the wheels against a curb to reduce speed.  
If a collision is unavoidable steer for a 
sideswipe rather than a head-on collision.



1. Try to jar accelerator free
2. Apply brakes
3. Choose an escape path 

that leads to an open zone 
off the road way.  
Continue braking

4. If steering into a sharp 
curve or turn, shift to 
neutral .

5. Follow escape path off the 
roadway

6. Turn off ignition once off 
the roadway

Never reach down with your 
hand to lift the pedal while 
driving

Stuck Accelerator



1. Shift to neutral
2. Begin moving out of 

traffic to nearest shoulder
3. Try to restart the engine 

while you are moving.  If 
car starts, put in gear and 
proceed. If car does not 
start, move to the 
shoulder. Steering will be 
harder when power is lost 
by engine failure.

4. If car still does not start, 
turn on hazard flashers. 
Go for help.

http://www.istockphoto.com/file_closeup/people/4037176-calling-for-help.php?id=4037176


• You have made the mixture 

to fuel rich and must balance 

it with more air.

•Push accelerator all the 

way to the floor and attempt 

to restart the engine.

•Take care not to run the 

battery down.



• Turn off the air and turn on the heater.

•Shift to neutral at stops and accelerate slowly.

•If temperature light is on and stays on, pull over 
and turn off the car. 

•Do not add fluid until engine is cooled off.

http://www.istockphoto.com/file_closeup/transportation/3384742-overheated.php?id=3384742


This is a nice picture of where to look and it is important that you 
know this information but, in reality when a hood flies up at highway
speed, it could smash into the windshield shattering the glass severely
restricting your visibility. You may need to put your head out the 
driver’s door window to look ahead and also to watch the center line
of the roadway.  Putting your head out the window brings it’s own set 
of problems with it such as eyeglasses blowing off in the wind, etc.









Be a smart driver. Always remember you
must have a place to swerve. The decision
to swerve must be made quickly taking into
account your speed, available space, possible
pedestrians, turning vehicles, etc.



DISTANCE  =  SPACE =  TIME 



1.Stop
• Stop as close to the scene without blocking traffic
• If traffic is not blocked leave vehicles in place

http://www.istockphoto.com/file_closeup/lifestyle/relationships/4920653-impact.php?id=4920653


2. Provide aid to the injured
• Send for help/Call Police
• Do not move the victim
• Administer basic first aid

Good Samaritan Law



3. Prevent Further Damage
• Turn engine off
• Warn oncoming traffic



4. Send for Police
• Serious injury/Death



5. Exchange information
• Show license
• Exchange: Name, Drivers License 

Number, License Plate Number, 
and Insurance Information

• Other information


